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A.3sRACT

-For a fairly broad range of certain nondinrfnsional parameters it

is pos3i-ble to couple RF power incident on an inhomogeneous plasma with

"the re3ultant beam attenuation appearing as ohmic heating of the medium.

Tne plas=a reacts to this heating with a local rise in temperature and

electron density which in turn alters the pattern of heat deposi.tion.(J0'ncl.)

A closed form solution has been obtained for the plasma response

to this heat input using the WK3 solution. With an initial exponential

distribution of electron density the solution predicts, after the

transient response is washed out, the formation of a plasma shield in

the form of a progressive invariant wave moving upstream at constant

velocity toward the beam source. The shielding velocity and the shape

of the wave is specified in ter=s of basic plasma parameters.-'(Uncl.)



"ST`,EADY-;.STA.T.E SHIELDI;G RESPONSE OF AN .

SI-R-AD IATE D PLAS:4A

I. NTRODUCTIgO

We wish to Investigate the tiie response of an inhomogeneous, ther-

mally-ionized plasma irradiated at normal incidence by a beam of electro-

magnetic flux. A previous study has shown the -general features of the

reaction:

1. the plasma tends to shield itself with a-zone of local elec.tron

concentration which rapidly moves upstream towards the beam source,

2. at the same time the electron density gradient of the shield-

ing spike steepens, thus increasing the reflection coefficient of the

plasma (see Figures 1 and 2). (Uncl.)

The work cited made use of time-iterated solutions of Maxwell's

wave equation to obtain a history of the energy deposition pattern.

Although this technique yielded quantitative results, the numerical.solu-

tions exacted their usual price, namely a loss of understanding of the

underlying physics. (Uncl.)

We present here an analytic closed form solution of the response

problem. The only concession is the use of the WKB approximation for

the wave equation. The report will specify such hitherto elusive para-

meters as the transient response time, the steady-state upstream shield

velocity, and the shape and slope of the shield. Although first order

plasma theory will be used throughout, the entire phenomenon-is_.a-

linear in character. Maxwell's eqtt.%tions are linear in the field vec-

(Unct.)
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t 6rz if and only if d~ £di um para~eters (permneability, Andix of re-

fcraction, conductivity) are inrdependent of timd' afd 'Position.. In our

model, on-the other -ha-nd, the time var~iation ofthe conductivity~through-

its dependence :on the e l-c~tron,4' ',~?t of the p r~bj:~. Uc.

Our procedure is as follows:

a. Express the space-time dependence of the heating rate using

the WKB approximation.

b. Use kinetic theory to relate the heating rate to the local.

electron growth.

C. Develop the first-order partial differential equation which

must be satisfied by the steady-state upstream progressive wave.

d. Use this constraint to determine the integro-differential -

.equation expressing the electron density as a function of position, and

implicitly of time.

e. Obtain the general solution of the equation and the specifi-

cation of the physical parameters. (IUncl.)



- I. --THEORY

Fig4jre I s c's cur model. A plane r-onochro-atic beam of radian

frequency (.).progressing in the positive x-direction is incident normally

on a plane-parallel -inhomogeneous plasma (•/)y, / z = 0). Ini-

tially the plasma i3. ther=ally ionized with the low degree of ionization

(--10-3) associated with temperatures in the 103 - 104 OK range. In

the figure the initial electron distribution increases exponential to

the right according to the prescription

n = C e x/xe

nn e X/e

where n is the electron density

"nc j o (E 2 +. 2) is the cutoff density

e
2 ý

and xe is the electron density scaling length. (Uncl.)

Although this electron distribution curve is frequently used

because of its mathematical simplicity, the analysis to follow is in-

dependent of the initial configuration, requiring only a generally mono-

tonically increasing electron (and temperature) trend.(Uncl.)

If the proportional rate of change of the optical parameters

of the medium is small within a wavelength, I'Vkl 1 - . 1, the WKB
k

solution of the wave equation is valid. Because of its importance and

own intrinsic interest we proceed with a derivation of the WKB solution
(Uncl.)



s i= 1er thain those cited in the lit~eraturse. (-c.

The one-di~ensiona I wave eqiiatlon ha3 :the f orm.

d2E + k2Q%..

d -

where k, the complex propagation constant, varies with x. With the sub-

stitution of the optical. depth

ddt k dx,

the equation becomes

d2.E+ 1 dk dE+ E=0.

ft k2 dx d

Using the 14KB assumption that

-we find using operator notation that

(D2  + 1. dkD+ 1) E 0.

k2 dx

This yields at once

Dm 1 dk + 1 (k 2 -1
272 dx - V 4k7 (dxj

6



whiere we 'hav.e neglected 'higher u r4de 1 e1% .

"T~hg'ý W'souttaio beco,-es

x

0

E kk e(- )
0 6

0 0

wher findC i the freleatn space wawe usberedsesinrlto

00

0 is, the square of--the index of refraction, and

0' is the plasma conductivity. (LUncl.)

For a medium of hie., Q, i.e.

we can write approximately

k sk 0  (l 2)Q

- # 2 (UncI.)

7



•' --: . .~ ~ ~~~~~~~............... . . . .l '- • '.. .. i.... . .i.... . % .. -- : -

Wit , th't tncI!x of refract'ion,

the pha3e con3tant, and

the -absorption coefficient. (Uncl.)

Using these substitutions in the '-K3 solution we find after

some algebra that the local heating rate is given by

xo

0x

'E 2  Eo 2 •(x)e

x-+ XSA-dx

"-F (x)e

where C, 120T ohms is the intrinsic impedance of free space

and Fo is the incident in vacuo electromagnetic flux. (Uncl.)

The usefulness of the WKB approximation lies in the fact that

the ohmic heating rate is directly expressed as a ft,nction of the plasma

parameters which may within limits be arbitrary functions of position.

It is not possible to find the exact solution of the wave equation for

the propagation constant varying arbitrarily with space. (Uncl.)

The MKB solution becomes invalid whenever:

I. the propagation constant j.k [-becomes vanishingly small

and/or (Unc1.)

8



2.- .:t region3 of steep gradients "-nere, for .,..aiiple, the

electron densit-y ch;in, cs rapidly. (Uncl.)

The. first condition concerns us lit-le. mne propagation con-

stant is always finite for a conducting plas-a, having the minimum value

kmin =ko_,-•'

where .) is the collision frequency of an electron with neutral particles.

Moreover, as we shall see, only a small portion of the radiation penetrates

to this depth. (Uncl.)

The second restriction is more stringent. Since the WKB

assumption implies zero reflection, our numerical result will be quanti-

tatively in error whenever the electron density profile no longer satis-

fies the stipulation that

IVnI < 1. (Uncl.)
n

9



B. ot1- Cn 4t t u t ive a.ta1ions3

EtUidromagnetic theory can do no more tnan to expresjl the de-

penddfiiýe of field quantitie§* on the optical pr-operties. of. the medium.

To determine the index of re'fraction CV' 01~ or the conductivity

we-must have recourse to a constitutive relation or "law" (Ohm's law,

Snell's law, Kirchhoff's law) of an empirical nature or derived from

some model.

Thus in the equation.

xo

we must relate the local heating rate E2 to the absorption coeffi-

The most general approach would be via the Boltzmann kinetic

equation. for the electron velocity distribution function

f+ v-V f F-F 7vf -S
M

where included in F are all "action at a distance" forces of gravita-

tional, electrostatic, magnetostatic and electromagnetic origin while S,

the collision integral, represents the effects of contact forces. The

collision integral can be written as the sum

S S el + S inel + Si + 5  Uc.

k ~ ~~~ k e0lc.



.repre•.eri cont ibtions from c 1la stiLc and inelastic e L'ctrr6n-n eutral

particle colli3ion.3, electron-iGn, and inter-electron co1iv,fbnq, respec-

tively. (IVncl.)

In addition for our problem in which the number of electrons

is not conserved the effect of electron creation and destruction through

ionization and reccnbination must be accounted for in the collision

integral. (Uncl.)

We can conclude that any approach starting from Lhe complete

Boltzmann equation is exceedingly difficult. Fortunately, the condi-

tions set forth in our problem are met by the model known as the Lorentz

3
electron-molecule gas. This model assumes: (Uncl.)

I. The motions of molecules and ions determine the mechanical

bulk properties of the gas. 'This follows from the mass disparity of the

electrons. and ions-neutral particles. (Uncl.)

2. The motion of electrons and ions determine the electrical

properties. In addition, the electrons, being lighter, are more mobile,

and in many cases they alone determine the electrical properties of the

medium, especially in the case of electrical fields of rapid time varia-

tion. (Uncl.)

3. The gas is only slightly ionized (n <. N). We can neglect

charged particle interactions. The independent electron model of a gas

is obtained. Each of these electrons circulates independently in a "sea"

o neutral molecules. (UncL,)

----



4. The -ass ratio (rif . lO"- lO-j La nmall. This gives

rise to the observed fact that in a pt-asma hea-ted by external RF power

that electron temperatUre may be several orders of magnLtude 1 0'3O3 )

higher than the neutral particle backgroundf. This comes about from two

effects. The electrons, being lighter, are more ea-sIly heated by the

electromagnetic beam. Once heated, because of the mass disparity, the

energy transfer per collision ( m/M) is small. Thus the plasma

behaves as a hot electron trap, the electrons being radiatively heated

but denied any collisional thermal relaxation. (Uncl.)

Although logically the Boltzmann approach is to be preferred,

the difficulties in evaluating the collision integrals on the right side

rule this out. Frequentl7, the generalized Ohm's law is derived from

the Boltzmann equation using a "dynamic friction" expression on the

right. This rather formidable technique yields the identical answer

4that a much simpler analysis utilizing the Langevin equation does. (Uncl.)

The equation of motion of an electron driven by an impressed

alternating E field and colliding randomly with neighboring neutral mole-

cules is

m ,e aEe + amA (t) ,

where m A (t) is a stochastic force caused by collisions with the neu-

tral particles.

Since A (t) is fluctuating randomly, it cannot be specified at any par-

ticular instant. However, certain time averages are known. Thus it can

(Uncl.)

12."



be shown from =omentum aid energy cIonseriition considerations that

and - - g6.3 k(T 8 T
2-

where is the collision frequency,

2 m /H is the fraction of electron energy trans-

ferred to a neutral particle at a collision,

and 3 kTe, 3 kT are the kinetic energies of the electron and
2 2

neutral particle, respectively. (Uncl.)

The time-averaged Langevin equation can be considered as the

first velocity moment of the Boltzmann equation which yields, of course,

the momentum transfer or macroscopic force density equation. Thus

m['f Vikv +m~v vj jd - e Ej fvidv nmýf vi dV_
a~t Xj JV 0\Jcl

where we have assumed the only external force acting on the electron is

due to the E-field of an impressed electromagnetic wave. Thus we will

neglect the magnetic field of the wave since B - (v/c)_E as well as

any induced field caused by the reaction of the medium. (Uncl.)

13



Performing the integration over velocity space and u3fng the

continuity ;quation, we find

nim +~ uj Lu B -i n e Ej -n='j uj
•t ' Xj VX:

wuhere Sij is the pressure tensor. In the collision term on the right

side we have made use of the time average of the stochastic force. For

an isotropic distribution Sij 1p Stj, we can write •the equation in

vector form

rim ( j+ V ) Ve-neE Jot - nmJ (Uncl.)

If we can ignore the second order space derivative terms

•/b xi 0), this reduces to the Langevin equation

m A+ mJZV. -e Ee (Uncl.)

The transient response (complementary solution) of this

equation is

Thus the relaxation time of the electron is the reciprocal of the colli-

sion frequency. This indicates that'it takes the electron only one

collision to thermalize, i.e. to-"forget" its ordered motion and to

acquire the kinetic temperatureTe. (Uncl.)

14



The steady, state or pirtIcular solution ofCthe Langevin equa-

tion which is acquired in a tirne on the order of 1/t is

e eE/ýM

This expression yields for the total '.urrent

J - e ,

n e 2 E (-i0+¶J)

m 2 + ., 2

-[i(E -Fo0 ) o+ - E

Thus the permittivity and conductivity of the plasma are given by

E - - - .26...
- ,V•_

2 2 2 2o + •'o +

2 2
with (.•p) n e - m C-. o (Uncl.)

To obtain the energy or heat transfer equation, we multiply

the Langevin equation by i and average over time using the second

stochastic relation. Thus we find

m -eE + m'jAt)

i2
d n m PJE + n m

3 n k da'e C " E7- 3 n k (T T), (Unci.)

d dt

15



This equation has -the simple interpretation that the energy

absorbed from the beam (ohr•cheating) goes into raising the electron

temperature and into heating by collisions the neutral ,partLcle back-

ground. (Uncl.)

We have seen earlier that the electrons acquire their high

random thermal velocity very rapidly (t ,-'1/-j). This electron tem-

perature resulting from the impressed field is found by zetting

dTe /d t 0 , leading to

2 222
Te - I-i+ 20-E - l + 2eJE2

T 3nkT6-) 3kT m ( +) 2 )

where we have used the constitutive relation derived earlier for the

conductivity 0 . The form of -this equation has led Ginzburg and

5
Gurevich to define a characteristic "plasma field"

E 3

Obviously for E Epp we have

SE2
Te • -(Uncl.)
T2

For large impressed fields the electron temperature can be a

3 4
factor of 10 - 10 larger than that of the neutral gas, as reported in

3gas discharge experiments. (UncI.) -



Withoiut the i--pressed electromagnetic field, we find

: T -S4 t
*Te.. -T = e

( e -T)t

so that the relaxation' tir-e of the elevated electron temperatureT e is

t 64(t8• (Unct.)

The following qualitative- picture emerges of the plasma-REF inter-

action. Very quickly after the initial irradiation (t - l/, ) the

electrons acquire the temperature

TenTE 2 •
E p2

A much longer period, t -- (16.), is required to transfer the energy

of the heated electrons to raise the background temperature of the mole-

cules. It is fortunate that such a time disparity exists. It enables

us to treat separately the heating of the electron gas and the neutral

particle background. (Uncl.)

Thus the effect of the RF power is to heat the electrons and,

more slowly, the neutral gas. If this were all, there would be no

dynamic plasma response since simple heating does not affect the elec-

t-rical properties of the-plasma. These depend only on the electron

"density and the collision frequency. Although the latter is in general

a functionobf-temperature, in this first order treatment we assume

a constant. (Uncl.)

17



We'began initially, however, with a thermally ionized pla-sma.

Any heatingwill increase the deiree of ionization with a portion of the

impressed energy being absorbed in the ionization process (we -neglect-

recombination), Thus we can write:

impressed energy = gas heating + ionization energy

a E2= (l -f) E 2 + f E2

where f is the probability of an ionizing collision. Figure 3 drawn

6
largely from Brown displays the ionization probability for a number of

gases where f = Qi/Q, the ratio of the ionization cross-section to the

total collision cross-section. (Uncl.)

Equating the ionization energy terms we have, at last, the

fundamental equation expressing the ,space and time dependence of the

electron density

x

tdx

___ f E E2  f Eo.)t e

(Uncl.)

C. Problem Solution

Making use of the approximate relation for the absorption

coefficient

* ~t 21f Ln,Su nc

derived earlier, the equation can be expressed in the single dependent

(Uncl.)

i8
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variable n. Thus

.2 IT n dx

n FO 211'- n e (Uncl.)

By taking the Logarithm followed by a partial differentiation

with respect to x, we transform this integro-partial differential equa-

tion into the following second order nonlinear partial differential

equation

n . 1 n n + 2_1_' _n n.

It is perhaps surprising that for such an unpromising equation

we shall be able to derive the general solution n - n (x, t) in closed

form. We shall find that this solution represents an initial transient

response followed by a plasma shield propagating upstream towards the

source with constant velocity. (Uncl.)

By the use of the integrating factor n- 1 , we are able to

integrate with respect to time. This yields

I _b n - 2'T -) n + g(x).
n b? xn

We determine g(x) by requiring that at t = 0,

n(x, 0) nc e . (incl.)



This particular initial distribufion is chosen because of its',mathe-

matical convenience and great flexibility. For example, the electron

density scale length is simply the distance Xe. With this boundary

condition we now have'

- X/Xe

1 bn ~2iT-j (n -e ~
n •x • L / Xe (Uncl.)

This equation enables us to determine a very important quan-

tity, the limiting velocity of the plasma shield. Returning to the

original integro-differential equation, we can now evaluate the inte-

gral in the exponential function for x > Xe. Thus

n/nc

21.1. ' n dx =2 " n _d n -In (I 2.r Xe •.'

X (Uncl.)

The time derivative for the electron density is therefore

f F 2 T V ~ ) nc n.W ~ (IUncl.)

The velocity of the electron density profile for large x

follows from the relation

v- - n t f Fo 2V _xe . (Uncl.)

Sn/ ý x 6 nc 7 i

We-defer discussion of this important shielding velocity until

later. IWoio we merely note that v is a constant, which in turn implies

(Uncl.)

-.. •



that the goluition for largo- x. is a progressive -wave front of invariant

shape moving upstream. (Unci.)

Pro~ce~eding with the general solution, we see that the equation

for the space derivative of ln n is of the -Bernoulli type. The substi-

tution of z 1/n reduces this to th e following linear differential

equation

x xe nc (UncI.)

Using the usual integrating factor technique we find, after

some algebra, that the general solution of this equation is

-XIxe

x -e

nc ~e [ +e h(t)

where h(t) is a function solely of the time. To determine h(t) we make

use of the known limiting vciccity for large x. The general solution

for x xe reduces to

xe

n. Xe [ + h(t])
n(x '>) x0 , t)

X/Xe

a
since a 1 for x~ Xe+ (Uncl.



Upon taking the time- and space derivatives we find

x

Xe

-nc ~n e h' (t)

Xe

n2 hat xU&e

The negative quotient of these is of course the ve locity which,.

for large x we have previously found to be constant. Thus.

V xeh'(t)

h(t) + I

which integrates at once to

-vt

h(t) =-1 + ce

To find the constant c, we note from the general solution that

h(O) - 0, which requires c 1 . (Uncl.)

Thus the time and apace evolution of the electron density

profile for am irradiated plasma having an initial distribution

n nc exp (-x/xe )is given by (Uncl.) - -

23



i I I

_X/xe
x -e -vt

- - e a - e

n(x, t)

with the limiting shielding velocity

-- Fo 21'j Xe t F fF) xe

E, nc rLa)~ 6% C

where f4 is the ionization collision frequency. (UncI.)

Figures 4, 5 & 6 display growth of the plasma shield as a

function of space and time. (Uncl.)

D. Discussion of Results

The most important concept emerging from this treatment is the

limiting velocity and its dependence on the plasma and RF parameters.

It appears that after the transient response is washed out, a limiting

shield velocity emerges which is speci.fied by basic plasma properties.

The direct dependence on the collision frequency arises from the fact

that only in collisions is energy transferred to drive the sheath out-

ward. The smaller the e-folding length x , the steeper the density

profile which leads to deeper deposition and hence slower velocity.

(Unic.)
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The6 liiiti,i3 density prof ile is easily found from the -general,

soiutlon to be

x-TV t
Xe

nc 2 ir Xe + e

so that the Limiting upper density bound is

n.,ax ___ __

Figure 7 is a plot of the Limiting profile for-various values of the

initial a-folding length of the electron density. (IUncl.)

There are at least-four directions in which to extend this

theory to include:

1 . The effect of reflection. our results are valid only

for ( >/xe )< 1. Since the reflection coefficient Rt depends on

-A/xe and /u)Aj we can, as a first approximation, multipl~y the

incident flux Fo by the re~flection coefficient appropriate to the

initial electron configuration. The advantages of the -WKB-approximation

In providing a tractable formalism are so important that it should onl y

be superseded when absolutely necessary. (Unci.)

2.Ua~ctron relaxation effects such -as recombination, heat

conduction, and plasmat radiation.
(Unci.)
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*Figure 7. Limiting Shield Profile as a Function of Electron Density-S~ctM Length-

and of the Damping-Parameter.(Uncl.)



3. The effect of the type of initial ,electron density distri-.

bution on the limiting velocity. We will generalize our treatment 'beyond

the. undisturbed exponenti-al electron profile. (tUncl.)

The author wishes to acknowledge the computational. assistance of

Mr. Richard Berendzen.
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